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Yahoo! is the premier 
digital media company

Building the most engaging experience for each 
individual visitor inevitably depends on data – what 
our visitors have told us, what we’ve observed, and 
what we’ve figured out about them and similar 
visitors.



History

1996: My Yahoo
› First personalized application at 

Yahoo

Quickly followed by Mail
… and then many more 
applications, large and small
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Evolution
Initial design: A set of machines mounting a filer
Layers inserted to minimize mounts
Keys hashed across front-ends to optimize cache
Replicated as Yahoo expanded
Storage pulled up into commodity servers
International deployments drive large-scale data model
› Unified namespace with partial replicas

Variations developed to serve specialized use cases
› Broker presents a unified view
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Modern View

KaaS layer provides 
aggregated, annotated 
views of user data
PaaS layer provides a 
small number of 
differentiated onstage 
storage systems, linked 
to asynchronous analysis 
capabilities
IaaS provides 
foundational storage
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Scale

Billions of records
› 600 million+ active users
› Multiple overlapping databases

1 million+ lookups/second
500k+ updates/second
Per-user data size growing fast
Per-visit requests growing fast
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Geography

Yahoo! is global
Dozens of datacenters, dozens of markets
Some properties are global, some regional
› Example: Formula 1 in the UK, Cricket in India

Localized access would be nice, but:
› Global properties require a consistent data view
› Users just won’t stay put
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Problem

Latency is non-negotiable
› One of the keys to good user experience
› Ad exchanges force hard limits

Everyone wants everything everywhere
› Fewer, larger datacenters would help

All dimensions increasing at once
› Number of records
› Number of reads and writes
› Size of records (and reads and writes)
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Constraints
There’s only so much bandwidth
Big-market infrastructure would be wasted in developing markets
› Reads would be limited, but writes must be applied everywhere

Data can be sensitive
› Jurisdictional constraints
› Terms of service
› European privacy regulations (for example)
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Replication gets complicated

Per-user replication to relevant regions
› Moving toward attribute-level replication
› Relevancy varies by application

Challenging to verify data consistency
› “replicas” aren’t

Chain replication
› Trades control of bandwidth and fan-out for replication latency
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Lessons
Key to reliability is consistency and architectural simplicity
› But you can’t have that

Be prepared for the long haul
› Replacing large-scale serving systems is hard work
› Keep it green

Can’t retrofit consistency
› Need consistency by design
› … so you’ll only have to deal with bugs and Byzantine failures
› … which means you’ll need tools to continuously audit and patch
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Questions?
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